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(1) 
Let X be a smooth complete irreducible algebraic curve with genus g 3 2 
over an algebraic number field K. Denote by K the algebraic closure of K. 
Assume X has a K-rational point x. Let X = Spec k(x) = K be the geometric 
point over x, and set X= XOK K. Then the exact sequence 
has a splitting s,: rcr(x, X) = Gal(K/K) ---t x,(X, X) induced from the closed 
immersion x 4 X. Via this splitting, GK = Gal(K/K) acts on rc,(X, X) by 
conjugation. Hence we have a representation 
b: G, -+ Aut(rr,(X, 3)). 
Fix a prime number I. Let G be the maximal pro-l quotient of n,(X, X). 
Then p induces the continuous homomorphism 
p: G, -+ Aut( G). 
Let KJ%~l be the lower central series of G defined by 
r,G=G, E’,,,+,G= [G,T,G] (m> 1). 
Here [ , ] means the commutator subgroup, and - the closure. Put 
H = Aut G, let { F,H} be the induced filtration on H by { T,G}, and set 
G,(m) = p -‘(J’,,, H). Here the induced filtration is defined by 
F,,,H= (hEH)for any n, and any x~r,G, h(x)..u-‘E~,+,,G}. 
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By definition F,H= H and GK(0) = G,. Because the group G is generated 
by the elements in r, G - rz G, we can easily show that 
Hence we have a natural injection 
H/F, H cj Aut( G/r, G). 
Set K(m)=K . -GK(m) Then we have a tower of Galois extensions 
K=K(O)cK(l)cK(2)c ... 
By definition K(1) coincides with the field which corresponds to the kernel 
of the I-adic representation 
p(l)*: G, -+ Aut Hi,@, Z,). 
Here is the result of this paper: 
THEOREM. Let p be a prime ideal of K not dividing 1. Assume that X has 
stable reduction module p. Then any prime over p does not ramifv in the 
extensions K(m + 1 )/K(m) (m 2 1 ), if vanishing cycles are non-trivial for bad 
reduction. 
Remark. In place of a complete curve X, we can start with 
X = P’ - (0, 1, co } and consider a representation 
P,: GaUQ/Q) -, Out(4(XOp Q, *)I, 
where ni(X@o 0, *) is the pro-l completion of the profinite fundamental 
group rcr(X@o 0, *) (cf. Ihara [Z]). This representation is known to be 
unramified except at 1 (Theorem 1 of [a]). The above theorem is an 
analogue of this result. 
2. PROOF 
Let p be the prime number such that (p) = Z n p. Let p be a prime in K 
which lies above p. Let I (resp. P) be the inertia group (resp. the ramitica- 
tion group) of p in G,: Then P is the unique maximal pro-p-group in 1, 
and 
l+P+Z+Z,+l (exact). 
Here I, is the tame ramification group. 
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Let us consider the restriction of p: GK + H to I. Then the induced 
homomorphism Z -+ G, --) H + H/F, Hci Aut(G“‘) = Aut(G/Z,G) is the 
contragradient representation of the restriction of p( 1 )* to Z, because the 
maximal abelian quotient GUb = G/Z,G is the Zrdual module of H&(x, Z,) 
with G=action. 
Now let us recall the description of the action of the inertia group Z on 
Hf,(X, Z,) when X has stable reduction at p. 
The Jacobian variety J of X has also stable reduction modulo p. There- 
fore the dimension of vanishing cycles is at most g, or equivalently the 
dimension of invariant cycles under Z is at least g. And the action of I on 
Hj,(J, Z,) = H&(X, Z,) is unipotent (cf. SGA7-I [4, Expose IX]). Or recall 
that the action of Z on H:,(X, Z,) is given by the Picard-Lefschetz formula, 
hence its action of H&(X, Z,) is unipotent (cf. SGA7-II [4, Expose XV]). 
Therefore, if I, is the maximal pro-Z-quotient of Z, the homomorphism 
p(l):,: Z-r Aut(H:,(x, Z,)) factors through I,. Especially, P acts trivially 
on H 6,(x, Z,). We put Z “) = Ker( Z --* I,). Note that the order of I”‘, which 
is a supernatural number, is prime to 1. 
Assume that X has bad reduction at p. Since I, g Z,, and since 
I/ --) Aut(H;,(x, Z,)) (#) 
has infinite image for X with stable bad reduction at p, the homomorphism 
( # ) is injective in this case. 
Since I”’ acts trivially on H&(x, Z,), the image of I”’ by p: G, --) H is 
contained in F, H for some m 2 1. 
On the other hand, Fm H/F,,,+ 1 H are all pro-Z-groups for m >, 1 (cf. 
Asada and Kaneko [ 11). Therefore p(Z”‘) is contained in nz=, F, H, 
which is { 1) by [ 11. Therefore p: Z -+ Aut G factors through I,. 
By the injectivity of ( # ), Z n p - ‘(F, H) is no bigger than I”‘. In par- 
ticular, the order of this group is coprime to I, i.e., it has no non-trivial 
pro-f subquotients. Hence In G,(m) = I”’ for any m > 1, which implies 
In G,(m) = In G,(m + 1) for any m 2 1. Hence Z has trivial images in the 
subquotient 
Gal(K(m + 1)/R(m)) = G,(m)/G,(m + 1) of G,. 
Now assume that X has good reduction at p. Then it follows that Z acts 
trivially on G by the specialization theorem of Grothendieck (cf. SGAl [3, 
Expose Xl). This completes the proof of our theorem. 
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